
LUCHADORE 
Prime Requisite:  CON AND CHA 
Requirements:  NONE 
Hit Dice:  1d8 
Maximum Level:  14 

DOES YOUR HEART BURN WITH THE ETERNAL SOUL 
OF A WARRIOR? If so, you must be a luchadore! Brave 
masked adventurers from the south that right injustices all 
over the land. Along the way, they inspire their comrades to 
do great deeds in service of JUSTICE. They constantly 
wander in search of honorable opponents. While many 
Luchadores are Lawful (called technicos), there are some 
neutral Luchadores (called rudos). No Luchadore is so 
depraved as is required to be Chaotic. In the ring, technicos 
tend to be more nimble and have a higher DEX. Rudos, on 

the other hand, tend to a more brawler-type fighting style with a higher STR. All Luchadores 
wear masks at all times to hide their identity. No Luchadores ever willingly removes their mask 
(Except when retiring. Maybe.) If a Luchadore is unmasked and is not wearing another mask 
underneath, they lose all their powers and are immediately treated as a common man (both in 
character and as far as game statistics are concerned). 
 
Because of their lifelong training, luchadores are exceptionally skilled combatants. At first level, 
luchadores hit an unarmored foe (AC 0) with an attack throw of 10+. They advance in attack 
throws and saving throws by two points every three levels of experience (e.g. the same 
progression as fighters). 
 
Like fighters, luchadores increase their base damage roll from successful missile and melee 
attacks by +1 at 1st level and by an additional +1 at 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th level. They may only 
fight with quarterstaffs, clubs, daggers, and darts. They are unable to use shields, fight with two 
weapons, or wear any kind of armor. However, they may use any magic item usable by fighters 
(except magic armor and magic weapons not on the above list). 
 
Fearlessness: The character is immune to all natural and magical fear effects 
 
Son of the Squared Circle: A master of fighting in nothing more than a skintight leotard, the 
character gains a +1 bonus to Armor Class if wearing no armor and able to move freely. At level 
7, the AC bonus increases to +2, and at level 13 the AC bonus increases to +3.  
 
Master of Unarmed Combat: The Luchadore does 1D6 (plus any bonus) damage with all 
attacks. Additionally, he takes no penalty to hit with a kick attack. Effectively, a punch and kick 
are one and the same. 
 
Upon reaching 3rd level (Ladder Positioner), the character can detect evil (as the spell) up to 
60' away simply by concentrating. Each use takes a turn. Luchadores are always wary and 
looking for evil-doers to punish. 
 
Upon reaching 4th level (Hijinks Coordinator), the Luchadore is imbued with the power of the 
crowd. The character may hire one more henchman than his Charisma would otherwise permit, 
and the base morale score of any henchmen is increased by 1. 
 



Upon reaching 6th level (Tag Team Partner), the Luchadore’s fists are imbued with the SPIRIT 
OF LUCHA!!! His unarmed strikes count as magical attacks for overcoming damage resistance. 
 
Upon reaching 8th level (Main Attraction), the Luchadore has a powerful presence. The 
character is able to project a glamorous aura that awes, bedazzles and seduces those in his 
presence. He gains a +2 bonus to reaction rolls to impress and intimidate people he encounters. 
If this bonus results in a total of 12 or more, the subjects act as if charmed while in his presence.  
 
Upon reach 9th level (Luchadore), the Luchadore can, assuming enough gold is at hand, build a 
fortified arena and become a great leader of men, taking a leadership rank in his society. 
When he does so, up to 1d4+1x10 0th level mercenaries and 1d6 Luchadores of 1st - 3rd level 
will come to apply for jobs and training. If hired, they must be paid standard rates for 
mercenaries. 
 
Upon reaching 10th level, the Luchadore’s spirit is infused with RAW JUSTICE!!! The character 
gains a +2 bonus to all saving throws. This is calculated into the saving throw table below. 
 
Luchador Proficiency List: Acrobatics, Beast Friendship, Blind Fighting, Climbing, Combat 
Trickery (force back, incapacitate, knock down, overrun, wrestle), Command, Contortionism, 
Craft (Leatherworking), Eavesdropping, Endurance, Fighting Style, Illusion Resistance, Laying 
on Hands, Lip Reading, Mimicry, Passing Without Trace, Performance, Running, Skirmishing, 
Swashbuckling, Unarmed Fighting, Wakefulness, Weapon Finesse, Weapon Focus



 

Luchadore Level Progression   

              

XP Title Level Hit Dice Special Abilities Damage Bonus   

0 Towel Boy 1 1d8 
Fearlessmess, Son of the Squared 
Circle, Master of Unarmed Combat +1   

2,000 Masked Whelp 2 2d8   +1   

4,000 Ladder Positioner 3 3d8 Detect Evil +2   

8,000 Hijinks Coordinator 4 4d8 Power of the Crowd +2   

16,000 Glory Hound 5 5d8   +2   

32,000 Tag Team Partner 6 6d8 SPIRIT OF LUCHA!!! +3   

65,000 Underdog 7 7d8   +3   

130,000 Main Attraction 8 8d8 Powerful Presence +3   

250,000 Luchadore 9 9d8 Fortified Arena +4   

370,000 Luchadore, 10th Level 10 9d8 +2* RAW JUSTICE!!! +4   

490,000 Luchadore, 11th Level 11 9d8 +4*   +4   

610,000 Luchadore, 12th Level 12 9d8 +6*   +5   

730,000 Luchadore, 13th Level 13 9d8 +8*   +5   

850,000 Master of Masks 14 9d8 +10*    +5   

* Hit point modifies from CON are ignored   

              

Luchadore Attack & Saving Throws   

Level 
Petrification 
& Paralysis 

Poison 
& Death 

Blast & 
Breath 

Staffs & Wands Spells 
Attack  
Throw 

1 15+ 14+ 16+ 16+ 17+ 10+ 

2 to 3 14+ 13+ 15+ 15+ 16+ 9+ 

4 13+ 12+ 14+ 14+ 15+ 8+ 

5 to 6 12+ 11+ 13+ 13+ 14+ 7+ 

7 11+ 10+ 12+ 12+ 13+ 6+ 

8 to 9 10+ 9_ 11+ 11+ 12+ 5+ 

10 7+ 6+ 8+ 8+ 9+ 4+ 

11 to 12 6+ 5+ 7+ 7+ 8+ 3+ 

13 5+ 4+ 6+ 6+ 7+ 2+ 

14 4+ 3+ 5+ 5+ 6+ 1+ 
 


